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On the task of media in the 21st century

Historical facts are particularly important in reports from regions of war and crisis
by Karin Leukefeld*
In the light of recent
events – the military
invasion of Ukraine
by the Russian army
– I would like to talk
about media and reporting today. Because the media
have changed a lot,
Karin Leukefeld and changed has
also the way they
(picture ma)
report and what
they report about. This is particularly
true of reporting from abroad and especially about war and crisis zones.
Articles – including those of news agencies – are increasingly generated by artificial intelligence. Journalists are sitting
at their computers and are rarely on the
scene. Hardly any sources are gathered
from libraries, books, from their own conversations with eyewitnesses, their own
research on the ground and compared
with other sources.
Various points of view, which of course
exist – and not only in conflicts – are hardly ever presented. Articles refer to agency
reports from AFP, AP, Reuters, dpa – all
of them have their headquarters in Western capitals. Media from other parts of the
world are hardly noticed and if they are
– like those from Russia or China – they
are portrayed as “controlled”. Or they are
banned.
Articles are referring to unverifiable
“social media”, “citizen journalists” or
civil society organisations which often
report on conflicts subjectively and onesidedly. And there are media taking over
reports from secret services, which –
for security reasons, of course – are not
named in detail. This has clearly been increasing in recent years, and I state this
against the background of more than 20
years of work in Turkey, Iraq, Lebanon,
Iran, Egypt, Syria and the Gulf states.
We are living in dangerous times.
*

Lecture on 25 February 2022 at the presentation of
the book by Kurt O. Wyss, “Die gewaltsame amerikanisch-israelische ‘Neuordnung’ des Vorderen
Orients” (The Violent American-Israeli ‘Realignment’ of the Middle East), in Burgdorf near Bern.

“What is happening now in Ukraine is a tragedy. War is
always a defeat for the people. But it is also the result of a
haughty, dialogue-incapable, or perhaps dialogue-unwilling policy of the West towards the Russian Federation. […]
Russia’s war in Ukraine began on 24 February 2022, but
when did the pre-war begin?”
Voices for dialogue and peace are defamed. International law is disregarded and is degenerating. Instead of pointing out injustice, hypocrisy and lies and
letting all sides have their say so that the
public can form a picture and understand,
the media, like war drummers and trumpeters of former armies, accompany political crises and urge escalation.
The reporting has become – and here
I am referring to an officer of the Austrian armed forces – part of a hybrid threatening scenery. “War without fighting” is
what the military calls it. A war designed
to weaken and destabilise a political adversary.
“Hybrid threat” is happening covertly, often illegally. Sometimes openly. The
arena is mainly the internet. The targets
are the brains. And in any case, the “hybrid threat” can also be continued at any
time by military means – as war.
Hence, the actors of this “hybrid
threat” are media; it is the cyber sphere;
it is manipulations including sanctions
in the economic, energy and financial
spheres; it is diplomats and politicians
and it is the promotion of certain groups
in the population of the adversarial state
– the Austrian officer speaks of “popular
violence [Volksgewalt]” – promoted in
various ways – sometimes even by arming them – in order to stir up unrest in
the opposing country. We have seen this
in many crises and wars in recent years.
In Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, Iraq, Lebanon, Yemen, Egypt and Syria – to name
but a few.
We are currently seeing this in the conflict over Ukraine, which has now taken a
military turn. From the Western perspec-

tive, Russian President Putin is blamed for
the escalation, having turned down offers
of talks from the USA, the EU and NATO.
But the Russian perspective, the long history that began with the dissolution of the
Soviet Union and the promises made at
that time by NATO not to expand towards
the east, the war against Yugoslavia and
the break-up of the country, the expansion
of NATO, Russia’s proposal for security
guarantees and a neutrality of Ukraine,
this long history does not appear in most
of the media.
On 21 February, for example, Russian
Ambassador to the UN Vassily Nebenzya
gave a good overview of the political and
historical developments in Ukraine since
2014 at the UN Security Council and appealed to the other Security Council members to work sensibly and not emotionally
to resolve the crisis over Ukraine.
But did German-language media report
on this speech and publish excerpts from it?
Were politicians or government representatives interviewed about it? I read the speech
because I specifically searched the internet
for the Russian statement on the website of
the UN representation of the Russian Federation. But in the general media, in Germany also the public media, the speech of
the US Secretary of State Blinken on that
day in the UN Security Council was heard
repeatedly in words and pictures.
What is happening now in Ukraine is
a tragedy. War is always a defeat for the
people. But it is also the result of a haughty, dialogue-incapable, or perhaps dialogue-unwilling policy of the West towards the Russian Federation.
continued on page 2
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In her book “Cassandra”, German author Christa Wolf wrote:
One can know when the war begins,
but when does the pre-war begin?
If there were rules, they should be
passed on.
In clay, in stone, handed down.
What would it say. It would say,
among other things:
Do not be deceived by your own.
Russia’s war in Ukraine began on 24 February 2022, but when did the pre-war
begin?
Incidentally, Kurt Wyss devotes a chapter in his book to Russia’s intervention in
Syria, in which he goes into the prehistory in detail: “The humiliation of Russia by
the West” is the title of one chapter. And
he concludes that Russia’s intervention in
Syria led to a turnaround in the war on the
one hand, but also to “anti-Russian hysteria in the West” on the other.
The prehistory to a war is determined
by many actors and – if one really wants
to solve a conflict and avoid a war – must
never be disregarded or “framed”, as it is
called in media language today. “Framing” is the attempt to influence the perception of information in a certain way
through certain formulations and perspectives so that it is remembered by the
addressee in a certain way and not from
a different perspective. The antecedents
to a war must also never be locked into
a particular “narrative”, which is akin to
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propaganda, especially in situations of
war and crisis. Presenting the history of
a conflict or war from only one perspective and omitting other perspectives or
deforming them is unhistorical and leads
to “fake news”, to false and interest-driven news.
Afghanistan and its neighbours
When I wrote the foreword to this book
by Kurt O. Wyss in September last year
2021, the world was witnessing the withdrawal of Western and NATO troops from
Afghanistan. They left almost head over
heels, followed by the Afghan local forces who had worked for them for 20 years.
They had been well paid for this. They
had become a kind of elite.
Unlike most Afghans who lived in poor
huts in rural areas, the families of the local
forces could live in houses, had water and
electricity. They had a car, mobile phones,
medical care. Their children could go to
school and maybe even study abroad.
Some Afghans worked for the foreign troops in the hope of renewing their
homeland. Others in the hope of one day
being able to leave their homeland to
build a new life in the country of their
employers – USA, Australia, Canada, or
Germany.
With the withdrawal of the foreign
troops, that was over. The foreigners only
took their own people with them: Diplomats, embassy staff, aid workers. Those
who did not belong stayed behind.
How can one forget the terrible images
of people clinging to the undercarriage of

The legacy of the Swiss ambassador Kurt O. Wyss
cc. Kurt O. Wyss (1939–2019), who holds
a doctorate of English and history, was
a diplomat in the service of the Swiss
Confederation for 32 years of which he
worked 17 years as an ambassador in
Jordan, Syria and Turkey. After retiring
from the diplomatic service, he found
more time to pursue his interests in history, to research the backgrounds and
contexts, and time to write. He unfortunately was not able to complete his
last book, which was a great concern to
him – but surely it is in his spirit, that
it now could appear posthumously. The
well-known German Middle East specialist, Karin Leukefeld comments: “In
this book, a longterm expert of the region and Western politics, writes about
the reasons why countries between the
eastern Mediterranean Sea and the Persian Gulf became today war and crisis
zones. Out of his 32 years in his career
as a diplomat, Kurt O. Wyss was stationed as a Swiss diplomat for 17 years
in Jordan, Syria and Turkey among
other places. He explains the historical
and political actualities and describes
the complicated structure of interests

and centres of power. Wyss relentlessly
called a spade a spade and this is which
results in a widely-researched report,
which should belong to the education
of each and every diplomat.”
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a plane taking off! How could it be that the
pilot did not slow down and stop to save
people’s lives? There are mobile phone
footages of bundles falling from a plane
taking off. According to reports, they were
people.
There is no doubt that the withdrawal
of Western troops after 20 years was an
admission of failure. They left according
to the motto “Après moi le déluge – After
me, the Great Flood”. What remained
was a destabilised country, an impoverished, aimless society. In Afghanistan,
Iraq, Libya, Syria – the same picture everywhere.
Now Afghanistan’s neighbouring countries had to shoulder the consequences:
Refugees had to be accommodated, economic aid had to be organised, the population had to be cared for, and the question
was how to counter the possible spread of
jihadist ideas. And what happened?
Afghanistan’s neighbours, the Russian Federation, the Central Asian states,
China and Iran came together and talked.
They met with the Taliban and made them
offers. They came closer together in the
Shanghai Cooperation Organisation
(SCO). They coordinated in the field of
military and security, they strengthened
economic cooperation in the new Silk
Road project. And they turned to the UN
and demanded support for Afghanistan
from the West.
The most important thing was to talk
to each other and engage in dialogue. Because when you talk to each other, there
is encounter. One hears the concerns and
interests of the other and also talks about
oneself and one’s own country. The aim
of these talks was and is to avoid destabilising Afghanistan and to strengthen the
country and its people. One seeks ways of
understanding, or at least the beginnings
of understanding, and remains in dialogue.
To avoid war.
And the West?
The dialogue with the West remains
vague. Why? Because the USA and the
West want to determine the issues? Because they impose conditions that run
counter to the interests of the others? Because they don’t want to commit themselves? Because they are perhaps talking
to gain time – a frequent tactic in negotiations, by the way?
But then what is the point of negotiations at all if it is only about their own interests and not also about the interests of
the other side?
What is the point of a dialogue or
“peace process” like in the Middle East,
where Israel has refused to recognise
the interests and especially the rights of
the others, the Palestinians, since 1948 –
since its foundation more than 70 years
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ago? Where Lebanon is seen as a “combat zone”? What is the point of the Geneva-Syria talks if Syria is being starved
and deprived of its resources by Western
sanctions?
Is dialogue even possible when someone sitting directly or indirectly at the
table claims to set the tone? The US administration still sees itself as an “indispensable”, almost “chosen” nation with
a leadership role. To bring peace, freedom, democracy and prosperity to the
whole world? As in Afghanistan? Or in
Iraq?
Where did this missionary idea of the
USA lead to after 11 September in 2001?
Instead of reflecting and seeking dialogue,
a “war on terror” was declared. Dozens of
states were destabilised by this war, livelihoods and the environment were destroyed and the number of people who lost
their homes worldwide due to the crises
and wars thus triggered skyrocketed.
In 2001, the UNHCR registered around
12 million refugees worldwide.
In 2021, there were 84 million.
This development must be reason
enough for responsible politicians to
change direction and seek cooperation instead of confrontation. But the opposite
is the case, again now, in Ukraine. Politicians need a new compass to redirect their
path. They need to talk to those they see
as opponents for as long as it takes. They
need to learn to engage in dialogue, not
war.
The media also need a compass. If
they do not find their way back to their
real mission of reporting and reportage to
enlighten and understand other realities,

there will only be advertising and propaganda in the future, strategic communication oriented towards one-sided interests.
Then the media will no longer need reporters and journalists, but PR managers.
The encounter with the other
In search of a compass for my journalistic work, I always go to two bookshops in
Beirut, where I have found many important books and had good conversations.
“The Other”, is the title of a slim volume
I found in one of these bookshops a few
years ago. It is a collection of lectures and
speeches by Ryszard Kapuściński, a master of reportage.
In it, Kapuściński, who comes from
Poland, tackles a question that has accompanied him throughout his life as a
reporter, which has taken him to all continents, to crises and wars. It was not
the borders or frontlines that preoccupied him, not the practical difficulties
and dangers, he writes. Rather, he has
always asked himself what kind, what
quality his encounter with the others,
with other people would be and how
this encounter would go? Much, sometimes everything, would depend on it,
Kapuściński writes, asking himself:
“How will it be? How will it go? What
will be the conclusion?”
On the occasion of the award of an honorary doctorate to him by a university in
Krakow (on 1 October 2004), Kapuściński
wrote a speech entitled “Encountering the
Other is the Challenge of the 21st Century”. He had observed that there had always been “three possibilities” “when
people encountered another”, it said. “He
can choose war, he can entrench himself
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behind a wall, or he can start a conversation, a dialogue.”
Justifying war, it says, is not easy because “it is a defeat for people”. The idea
of building walls and isolating oneself
from others is called “apartheid” today, he
said. People want to keep everyone who
does not belong to their own race, religion
and culture at bay. All those who did not
belong to one’s own tribe, one’s own society – all others – were sub humans or not
human at all, said Kapuściński.
People had made different decisions at
different times. They would have waged
wars against the other, built walls to seal
themselves off from the other, and also
talked to the other.
Until now, the “concept of the other”
had been defined by the whites, by the Europeans and colonial masters. This is over
in the 21st century, because those defined
as “other” by the whites are now self-confident and independent. And – I would like
to add – because these “others” today also
live among the “whites”.
In the 21st century, the encounter with
the other, the conversation is the challenge. Because everyone is “the other”
for the other, and everyone has to think
about how he or she wants to encounter
the “other”.
Kurt Wyss answered this question unambiguously for himself. He did not
choose war, he exposed war and destabilisation plans. He did not build walls, but
broke through walls of silence. He spoke
openly, even contradicted, even if it may
have been uncomfortable. He sought solutions, he sought dialogue, otherwise he
would not have written this book.
And for that he is to be thanked.
•
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Nothing new under the sun – the Swiss Discourse
on Neutrality in Relation to the Second World War
by Tobias Salander
Alois Ricklin defines neutrality in the Historical Dictionary of Switzerland as follows: “Neutrality means non-participation
of a state in a war of other states. What
non-participation actually means according to international law is subject to the
changing of times. Neutrality policy must
be distinguished from neutrality law. It
encompasses all measures that a neutral
state in war or a permanently neutral state
already in peace takes at its own discretion beyond its obligations under neutrality law in order to ensure the effectiveness
and credibility of its neutrality.”1
Ricklin underlines that Switzerland did
not invent neutrality. “Examples of neutrality can already be found in the Old
Testament, in Greek and Roman antiquity, in the Middle Ages and in early modern times.” And then he highlights: “But
Switzerland practised it the longest in
the world and contributed the most to the
legal shaping of neutrality in land warfare.” And further: “Apart from the period
between 1798 and 1815, Swiss neutrality can be described in retrospect as a success story. Neutrality as a maxim of foreign policy helped to secure the existence
of the Confederation and to keep the country out of wars. That’s why it became a
national identity marker in the minds of
many Swiss.” Other countries have always
had different perceptions of Swiss neutrality: “While some welcomed it as a contribution to peace, others disliked it as hypocrisy, cowardice, free riding, or greed
for profit. From the Swiss point of view,
it rather embodied prudent protection of
interests and a legitimate policy of the
small state vis-à-vis the great powers.” In
the 19th century, the idea of neutrality was

Churchill on Swiss neutrality in the Second World War
“Of all the neutrals, Switzerland has
the greatest right to distinction. She
has been the sole international force
linking the hideously sundered nations and ourselves. What does it matter whether she has been able to give
us the commercial advantage we desire
or has given too many to the Germans,
to keep herself alive? She has been a
democratic state, standing for freedom
in self-defense among her mountains,
and in thought, in spite of race, largely
on our side.”
Source: https://winstonchurchill.org/
publications/finest-hour/finest-hour-173/
tourism-politics-painting-and-personalstaff-churchills-many-links-toswitzerland/

then extended to include Switzerland's humanitarian mission.
Today, when the pressure on Swiss
neutrality is once again immense, it is
worth taking a look at the most difficult
period in the history of neutrality, the Second World War. And this not from a Swiss,
but from an unsuspicious, US-American
perspective.
At that time, too, and in the immediate
post-war period, there was a debate about
whether neutrality should be abandoned in
the face of war. The fact that the USA itself remained neutral until Pearl Harbour,
indeed that the large US corporations such
as IBM, General Motors, Ford and Standard Oil did “business as usual” with the
Nazis, indeed, in part throughout the entire war (!), was worked out not least of all
by the US historian with a Jewish background, Herbert M. Reginbogin, who was
all the more committed in his research for
this reason. Current Concerns reported in
detail on the latest attacks against Switzerland from overseas.2
Angelo Codevilla, a professor of international relations at Boston University, an officer in the US Navy, a member
of the US Foreign Service, a staff member of the Senate Commission on Intelligence and a Senior Research Fellow at
the Hoover Institute at Stanford University – in other words, a scientist with an
inside view of the US intelligence services that should open the heart not only of
every left-wing Swiss anti-imperialist –
aforementioned US professor Codevilla
shows in one of his studies the situation
in which Switzerland found itself during
the Second World War; and if you consider the situation of Switzerland today,
surrounded by EU and NATO members
who have declared Russia to be their new
mortal enemy, you will see that, depending on the intensification of the attacks
against Switzerland, a situation not entirely dissimilar could arise; the fate of
a small state that wants to remain independent hardly changes over decades,
even over centuries, since the topography
and the geostrategic position remain the
same, even if the greediness can change.
If it was once the Alpine crossing that incited the greed of the great powers, today
it may be the water reservoir of the Gotthard massif, the healthy municipal finances, the beautiful countryside, etc.,
etc. But above all, the model of a polity which, built from the bottom up, preserves human dignity in a direct democratic manner like nowhere else, may be
a thorn in the flesh of some great powers

No ICRC without neutrality
“Switzerland’s position in the world
is characterised by perpetual armed
neutrality. It is neither imposed from
outside nor a mere means of self-assertion. It is an expression of the essence of Switzerland as a constitutional state, which necessarily includes the
renunciation of power politics. Neutrality, which has been practised for 500
years, also legitimises Switzerland to
host the International Committee of
the Red Cross, to which only Swiss nationals belong and which has an international reputation like no other institution in the world.”
Wolfgang von Wartburg in the
“Aargauer Zeitung” of 5 February 1997

– their citizens might even get the idea
of getting these rights themselves: a boon
and hope for world peace!
So now Codevilla on the inalterable situation of Switzerland due to its geopolitical position: “History shows that neutrals
are put under pressure by either of the belligerents. In the Second World War, Switzerland found itself in the middle of two
concentric blockades. The external blockade, set up by the Allies, restricted world
trade to and from Switzerland for the understandable reason that the Germans
wanted to force the Swiss to participate in
their trade. The internal blockade set up
by the Germans restricted Swiss exports to
the Allied countries for the equally understandable reason that Swiss products could
have helped the Allies. To increase the
pressure, Germany also curbed Swiss imports of fuel and food. The result of these
two blockades was that for every pound
of trade goods that crossed the country’s
border, Switzerland had to come to terms
with both the Axis powers and the Allies
through agreements. This even meant that
the Axis powers and the Allies had to negotiate with each other using Swiss mediators. Each of the two parties knew the
pressure that the other party was exerting
on Switzerland.”3
•
1

2

3

https://hls-dhs-dss.ch /en/articles/ 016572/201011-09/
cf. Hofer, Walther; Reginbogin, Herbert R. Hitler, der Westen und die Schweiz. (Hitler, the West
and Switzerland). 1936-1945. Zurich, 2001, Verlag
NZZ, ISBN 3-85823-882-1
Codevilla, Angelo M. Eidgenossenschaft in
Bedränginis. Die Schweiz im Zweiten Weltkrieg
und moralischeer Druck heute. (The Swiss Confederation in difficulties. Switzerland in the Second
World War and moral pressure today). Novalis Verlag Schaffhausen 2001. ISBN 3-907160-81-9, p. 40
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Ukraine sanctions: Federal Council
under massive pressure from within and without
Neutrality policy is not a drop-down menu!
by Dr iur. Marianne Wüthrich
We Swiss would do well to stick to the
tried and tested pillars of our state model,
even in the current political climate. One
of these pillars is our perpetual armed
neutrality, the great importance of which
Tobias Salander describes for us in historical context (see p. 4 of this journal). Although this neutrality is still deeply rooted in the people today, the majority of the
Federal Council and Parliament are unfortunately not turning out to be storm-proof
at present. In order not to falter, however,
a certain amount of steadfastness would
be needed.
Mainstream journalists set the pace
22 February, Tagesschau SRF (Swiss
radio and television, news): Switzerland
condemns Russia’s actions, but “is not
putting in place any sanctions for the time
being”, says State Secretary Livia Leu.
25 February, media conference in the
Federal Palace: Federal President Ignazio Cassis appeared before the media, visibly tense, and explained that although the
Federal Council was tightening “individual measures” against Russia, he nevertheless
did not want to adopt all the EU’s sanctions
as such because he wanted to keep open the
possibility of dialogue.1 On SRF News the
same day, the Federal President explained
his position: “Switzerland has never adopted
sanctions automatically, otherwise it would
not remain true to its neutrality.” And further: “It is enormously important that our
country, as a neutral and independent country, still has the chance to offer a dialogue.”2
Now, whatever is wrong with that?
Meanwhile, at the media conference
with the heads of office and diplomats of
the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (FDFA), journalists set the pace.
Will Switzerland fully accept the EU
sanctions or to what extent will it not do
so? Finally, one of them claimed that “the
Russian invasion is the most blatant violation of international law in decades” (I
can think of a few more blatant ones!)
and wanted to know “why, in view of
this fact, Switzerland was not adopting
the sanctions of the USA and the EU to
their full extent”. State Secretary Livia
Leu was the only person to bravely get
up and answer: “We are a neutral country, as you know. Switzerland traditionally offers its good offices and can hardly fulfil this role if we get too close to the
positions of individual sides. In the end,
a conflict is never resolved militarily, but
always through dialogue.” But the gutter
press has set the emotional tone.

14 March in the Council of States

Once again: Neutral Switzerland
has no business in the UN Security Council
mw. In the Council of States, a final
proposal to prevent Switzerland from
running for a seat on the UN Security
Council in 2023/24 is on the agenda of
14 March.
According to Chapter VII of the UN
Charter, “the Security Council shall determine the existence of any threat to
the peace, breach of the peace, or act
of aggression” (Art. 39). According to
Art. 41, it can decide that measures including “complete or partial interruption of economic relations and of rail,
sea, air, postal, telegraphic, radio, and
other means of communication, and
the severance of diplomatic relations”
are to be employed against a country.
As a last resort, the Security Council is
authorised to order military measures in
accordance with Art. 42.

Undue interference
from Brussels and Washington
On the same day (25 February), one could
read in the media (for example, the newspaper “Tages-Anzeiger”): “Sanctions
against Russia. EU and USA are putting
pressure on Switzerland. – It is getting uncomfortable for the Federal Council: the
EU and the USA are making it clear that
they do not approve of leniency towards
Russia. Many people in Switzerland are
also calling for a change of course.”
Since when has the policy for free and
sovereign Switzerland to pursue been determined abroad? A little more independence and dignity would befit also our press.
Political Institutions Committee of the
National Council goes the extra mile
Also on 25 February, the National Council’s Political Institutions Committee (PICN) had its say. (Actually, the Foreign Affairs Committee would be responsible, but
of late this has had a firm and steady president in the person of Franz Grüter). By
16 votes to 6 with 2 abstentions, this committee “condemns the war of aggression
against Ukraine in the strongest possible
terms and proposes that its Council adopt a
declaration calling, among other things, for
an immediate ceasefire between the parties
to the conflict”. It also called on the Federal Council to “ensure that Switzerland joins
the European Union’s sanctions against
Russia”. The committee minority, on the

Especially at the present moment, it
should be obvious to every Swiss citizen
that our country, as the seat of the ICRC
and as the depositary state of the Geneva Conventions, has completely different tasks to fulfil in the world than to
judge other states and to sanction them
by economic or even military means. Or
should Switzerland continue on the inglorious path it entered with the recent
adoption of the EU sanctions against
Russia as they stand? What country,
what people would then still turn to
Switzerland in search of a neutral, safe
place or of a trustworthy mediator for
difficult negotiations?
Anyone carefully weighing this question can only come to the one conclusion: The UN Security Council is no place
for neutral Switzerland.

other hand, “advocates strict neutrality and
requests that the National Council refrain
from making a statement” – but there was
no getting through.3
The motion was “spontaneously” put
on the agenda for the National Council
on the first day of its session (28 February) and adopted with 147 ayes to 41 nays
and 8 abstentions. In vain, Lukas Reimann
filed the following motion: “Referral of
the matter back to the committee with the
mandate to submit a draft that would enable Switzerland to decide on sanctions
on its own and independently of EU decisions.” The motion was rejected by 140
votes to 54. (see box “Political Institutions
Committee of the National Council Statement of 25 February 2022 is contrary to
the principle of neutrality”).
Federal Council
struggles to reach a decision
The Swiss Federal Council is a collegial
body. The seven members discuss pending issues internally and then present the
result of their discussion – often a compromise – to the public. However, it happens from time to time that individual Federal Councillors make their own opinions
known. The Federal Councillors Karin
Keller-Sutter and Ueli Maurer have recently done so. Karin Keller-Sutter on 27 February in Brussels (where she attended the
conference of EU Justice and Internal Afcontinued on page 6
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fairs Ministers and pledged Switzerland’s
support for humanitarian aid and the reception of refugees): “I can tell you that I personally support the tightening of measures
against Russia. But I cannot tell you what
decision the Federal Council will take tomorrow at its meeting.”4
Federal Councillor Ueli Maurer approached the matter in quite a different
way. In an interview on 24 February, he
posed the question “if the conflict should
now be defused or exacerbated by sanctions”: “As a neutral small state, Switzerland can certainly contribute to deescalation – whensoever – so that must
also be our goal. Because it is not about
Mr Putin, it is about the Russian people, it is about the Ukrainian people, it
is about Europe. And somehow, we have
to try to live together in peace and make
sure that the economy goes well, that

Current Concerns
people have an income and feel safe.
And this is where Switzerland not only
can, but must find a role in the coming
days, months and years to bring things
back to normal.5
Unfortunately, Maurer’s view did not
prevail in the Federal Council. It is sufficient to read the title of the Federal Council’s media release of 28 February: “Switzerland adopts EU sanctions
against Russia”. Even foreign editors notice the absurdity: “Neutral, but against
Putin” was the headline of the “Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung” on the same day.
In return, Ms von der Leyen and Mr Borrell are clapping us on the back.
Let us not allow EU turbos and transatlanticists to run rings around us!
Anyone who thinks that the Swiss connection to the great powers’ sanctions
has anything to do with charity or compassion is mistaken. Rather, spin-doctors
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are grabbing people by their compassionate sensibilities and leading them down a
wrong path. Who can be blamed for being
touched by the fate of the Ukrainian people? But what about the numerous victims
in the Donbass, where people have been
killed and houses shot to pieces for eight
years now? Who remembers their plight
and provides them with humanitarian aid?
The real goals of the supposedly only
superpower lie elsewhere. As far as Switzerland is concerned, the current course of
events could also be a pilot test for the next
attempt to make us join the EU. If the enforcement of EU sanctions in Bern (despite
the flagrant breach of neutrality!) works so
well, perhaps one might also get the hang
of making the Swiss people adopt EU law
and judgements, by somehow peddling
them the line of the renunciation of direct
democracy and federalism? Let us be on
continued on page 7

Political Institutions Committee of the National Council Statement
of 25 February 2022 is contrary to the principle of neutrality
mw. It is extremely unusual for a committee motion to be proposed, put on the
agenda and dealt with within three days.
As there was no time for that discussion
among the citizens which we are used
to, I wrote a short statement on Sunday
(27 February) and sent it by e-mail to the
200 members of the National Council. Before and after the debate, I received thirteen replies – not all of them agreed with
me, but all of them thanked me politely,
gratefully and approvingly.

My email (text):
“The statement issued by your Political Institutions Committee strongly condemns the Russian political and military
leadership’s war of aggression against
Ukraine, which is contrary to international law.
I ask you to reject this declaration because it contradicts the requirement of
Switzerland’s permanent neutrality.
Of course, every Swiss is free to personally take sides in any of the numerous
conflicts and terrible wars in this world
and to actively support one side or the
other. Many of us do so.
However, Switzerland, as the seat
of the ICRC and as the depositary state
of the Geneva Conventions, is committed to neutrality – a neutrality that applies perpetually and with regard to
every foreign state. A unilateral approach during an armed conflict and
a quasi-automatic acceptance of sanctions imposed by other states would be
blatant violations of the neutrality requirement. For the same reason, Switzerland should not sit on the UN Security Council: Would it take sides in the
current case? Or would it abstain from
voting? That would not be a dignified
solution, either.

More than 90 per cent of the Swiss
citizens regularly speak out in favour of
maintaining neutrality – for good reason. It is no coincidence that Ukrainian
president Zelensky approached the president of neutral Switzerland yesterday
(26 February) with a request to organise
a peace conference in order to achieve
a ceasefire. A first contact will be possible at the UN Human Rights Council
meeting next Monday/Tuesday in Geneva. Both the American Secretary of
State, Antony Blinken, and the Russian
Foreign Minister, Sergei Lavrov, will be
present there.
As you know, Switzerland’s neutrality status makes it possible to offer good
offices of this kind. This is so easy to say,
but it usually does not bring quick successes; in practice, it requires a lot of patience and small steps. Often it is just a
matter of offering a meeting place on
neutral ground. As a neutral small state,
Switzerland is particularly well suited for
these unspectacular but universally appreciated activities. It should not deviate
from this path.
Once again, I ask you to refrain from
the unilateral declaration proposed
by your PIC and to support the Federal Council in its efforts to find an independent path for neutral Switzerland.
For the coming session, I wish you all
the best and much success.”

Some responses:
– FDP National Councillor: “Bonjour! Je
vous remercie pour votre message qui
a retenu toute mon attention. (Good
afternoon! I thank you for your message, which strongly arrested my attention.)”
– SVP National Councillor: “Besten Dank
für Ihre Mail. Ich bin ganz Ihrer Mei-

nung. Leider sind wir im NR unterlegen. Wahrscheinlich ist sich kaum ein
Parlamentarier der Tragweite der Auswirkungen bewusst. Wir bleiben dran
und kämpfen weiter. (Thank you very
much for your email. I am completely of your opinion. Unfortunately, we
are outnumbered in the NC. Probably
hardly any of the parliamentarians are
aware of the implications. We will stay
on the ball and keep fighting.”
– SP National Councillor: “Danke für
Ihre Nachricht, welche ich mit Interesse gelesen habe, auch wenn ich
wohl nicht 100 % einig bin mit Ihnen.
Ich schätze solche Überlegungen sehr.
Ich wünsche Ihnen alles Gute (Thank
you for your message, which I read
with interest, even though I probably
don’t agree with you 100%. I appreciate such reflections very much. I wish
you all the best!)”
– SVP National Councillor: “Vielen
Dank für Ihre Nachricht. Ich bin völlig mit Ihnen einverstanden, dass
durch die Erklärung die Neutralität
verletzt wird. Mein Kollege Lukas
Reimann stellte einen Antrag, um
zu versuchen, die Erklärung mit
der Neutralitätspolitik in Einklang
zu bringen. Der Antrag wurde abgelehnt, und deshalb habe ich mich
gegen die Erklärung ausgesprochen
und nein gestimmt. (Thank you very
much for your message. I completely agree with you that neutrality is
violated by the statement. My colleague Lukas Reimann made a motion to try to bring the declaration
in line with the neutrality policy. His
motion was rejected and that is why
I spoke against the declaration and
voted no.)”

Current Concerns
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Are US financial sanctions
accelerating the demise of dollar rule?
America’s biggest strategic mistake*
by Kishore Mahbubani
It would be truly unwise for any American
to underestimate the erosion of trust in
America. Many of America’s best friends
have warned America to take it seriously. […]
No society is invulnerable. Every society has its own weaknesses. This is why
the erosion of global trust in America is
so dangerous. It could in turn expose the
area of America’s maximum vulnerability,
indeed, its Achilles’ heel: the dollar. The
US dollar is currently well protected by
a complex global financial system, which
in turn generates a sense of invulnerability. Yet, a core vulnerability remains. More
than most countries, America can afford
to live beyond its means (although financial globalization has enabled some countries with strong domestic institutions and
good macroeconomic fundamentals, like
Australia and Canada, to also sustain prolonged periods of current account and fiscal deficits). Domestically, the US government spends more than it collects in

income. This creates a fiscal deficit. Internationally, America imports more goods
than it exports. This creates a trade deficit. How does America pay for these twin
deficits? It borrows money. This is not abnormal. Many countries, not unlike many
domestic households, borrow money. At
some point, when they can no longer borrow money, they face a crunch. […]
However, unlike these other countries,
America can fund its twin deficits and
pay for its excess expenditures by printing
Treasury bills. The US Treasury only has
to pay for the cost of paper. In return for
handing out pieces of paper, the rest of the
world sends real money (hard-earned cash)
to buy the US Treasury bills. For example,
Chinese workers have to work hard to produce low-cost goods to export to the rest
of the world. These exports receive hardearned dollars, which the Chinese government converts to yuan to pay to the workcontinued on page 8
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NATO east enlargement yet a broken promise
Anyone who has paid a little attention to
the negotiations on German unification
knows that the future scope of NATO was
a relevant issue at the time.
After all, German reunification was
NATO’s first eastward enlargement. And
the Russian side already had massive reservations about this form of expansion.
Mikhail Gorbachev, for example, actually demanded a non-aligned Germany. In
the end, a compromise was reached in the
“two-plus-four” negotiations: Germany
remained a NATO member, but no Western soldiers were to be present in the former GDR, at least for a certain period of
time.
No further advancement toward the
East was the broad consensus among
Western elites at the time – regardless

of whether such a guarantee was clearly
stated or put in writing. This is now evidenced by a note from the British National Archives discovered by American
political scientist Joshua Shifrinson. It
concerns a meeting of the political directors of the foreign ministries of the United
States, Great Britain, France and Germany
in Bonn on 6 March 1991.
The document shows that the British,
Americans, Germans and French agreed
that NATO membership for the Eastern
Europeans was “unacceptable”. The German representative, Jürgen Chrobog, stated: “We made it clear in the two-plus-four
negotiations that we would not extend
NATO beyond the Elbe. We therefore cannot offer NATO membership to Poland
and the others.”

”Ukraine sanctions: Federal Council …”
continued from page 6

our guard at Morgarten or in Federal Bern
or when consuming our daily newspapers
and the radio and television news!
•
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The Swiss Federal Council. European policy with
Federal president Ignazio Cassis, head of the Federal Department of Foreign Affairs (FDFA), of 25
February 2022 (YouTube)
Vincenz, Gion-Duri. “EU-Politik und UkraineKrieg. Cassis: ‘Die Schweiz hat Sanktionen nie au-
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tomatisch übernommen’” (EU policy and war in
the Ukraine. Cassis: “Switzerland has never automatically adopted sanctions”). SRF News of
25 February 2022
Motion of the National Council’s Political Institutions Committee of 25 February 2022 pursuant
to Art. 32 of the Standing Orders of the National
Council. Draft declaration (22.023)
Extraordinary Justice and Home Affairs Council,
Brussels, of 27 February 2022. Doorstep (in German and in French) by Karin Keller-Sutter, Swiss
Federal Councillor and Head of the Swiss Federal
Department of Justice and Police.
Gredig, Urs. Interview with Ueli Maurer. In: Gredig direkt. Play SRF of 24 February 2022

NATO has changed a lot since the end
of the Cold War: There is a new orientation and many new member states, most of
which were previously part of the Warsaw
Pact. Russia sees itself threatened by these
changes and claims that NATO’s eastward
enlargement would violate agreements.
Werner Ritter, Schaffhausen

Great responsibility of
neutral Switzerland
In the Saturday Review from Swiss Radio
and TV of 26 February 2022, National
Councillor Franz Grüter explained the
context of Swiss neutrality with regard to
the tragedy in Ukraine. There is another important aspect: our country bears a
great responsibility towards the ICRC, the
International Committee of the Red Cross,
and thus towards all the people who depend on the help of the ICRC.
Swiss neutrality, recognised under international law since 1815, is the foundation for the ICRC’s work.
Moreover, this neutrality must be credible for all parties. In turn, it can only be
credible if it is based on an equally credible sovereignty of Switzerland.
Hanspeter Tschannen, Dozwil
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ers. What does the Chinese government
do with these hard-earned dollars? It uses
many of these to buy US Treasury bills.
The US Treasury then uses these dollars
from China to pay for excess government
expenditures. For the record, the largest
purchasers of US Treasuries are China
($1.113 trillion), Japan ($1.064 trillion),
Brazil ($306.7 billion), the United Kingdom ($300.8 billion), and Ireland ($269.7
billion). As a result of this, when the US
government cannot pay for the twin deficits, it can simply print money (i.e., paper)
to pay for these excess expenditures. And
why does the rest of the world buy these
pieces of paper (US dollars)? One key
reason is that most of world trade is carried out in US dollars. Hence, when China
buys Argentinian beef, it pays Argentina
with US dollars. When Argentina buys
Chinese cell phones, it pays with US dollars. This makes the US dollar indispensable for the global economy. Hence, it
functions as the global reserve currency.
Many American economists are aware
of the enormous benefits that American
people get from the US dollar serving as
the global reserve currency. In June 2019,
Ruchir Sharma wrote: “Reserve currency status had long been a perk of imperial might – and an economic elixir. By
generating a steady flow of customers
who want to hold the currency, often in
the form of government bonds, it allows
the privileged country to borrow cheaply
abroad and fund a lifestyle well beyond its
means.” […]
Sharma wrote his article in response to
suggestions by Donald Trump and Elizabeth Warren that America should consider devaluing its currency to become more
competitive. He warned that this would be
very dangerous because “America is not
an emerging country. It’s an unrivalled financial superpower, a position built in
large part on hard-won trust in the dollar,
which is an enduring source of American
power and prosperity.”
The key word that Sharma has used is
trust. The world has been happy to use the
US dollar as the global reserve currency
because they trusted the US government to
make the right decisions on the US dollar
that would take into consideration the economic interests not only of the 330 million
American people but also of the remaining
7.2 billion people outside
America who also rely on the US dollar to fund their international transactions.
This trust is a key pillar of the resilience of
the US dollar as a global reserve currency.
In recent decades, this trust has begun
to erode because America has occasionally used the privilege of having the global
reserve currency as a weapon against other
countries. […]

Current Concerns
In recent years, the US government has
imposed even heftier fines on non-American banks for working with countries like
Iran, Cuba, and Sudan. For example, BNP
Paribas SA was fined US$8.9 billion in
2015. As a result, many countries that had
trusted the US dollar now find it to be a
double-edged sword, cutting the fingers
of whoever holds it. This creates an obvious incentive to reduce dependence on the
US dollar, which could eventually precipitate a fall in global demand for US dollars, crippling the United States’ ability to
finance its twin deficits. […]
More ominously for America, some influential voices are now saying that the
world should stop using the US dollar as
the global reserve currency. Mark Carney, governor of the Bank of England, in a
speech at the annual Jackson Hole gathering of central bankers in the United States
in August 2019, cast a critical eye on the
predominance of the US dollar in the international monetary system. He noted
that “the dollar represents the currency
of choice for at least half of international trade invoices (around five times greater than the US’s share in world goods imports, and three times its share in world
exports) and two-thirds of both global securities issuance and official foreign-exchange reserves.” Further, Carney asserted that the world’s reliance on the dollar
“won’t hold” and that it is imperative that
an international monetary system is built
that is “worthy of the diverse, multipolar
global economy that is emerging.”
Former IMF chief economist Maurice
Obstfeld also observed that other countries used to be “less concern[ed]” about
America’s control of the global monetary
system “when the US was viewed as a responsible leader of the world economy.”
However, that status quo is now changing,
as the actions of American leaders become
far less predictable.
Both Carney and Obstfeld are expressing a point of view that is growing in popularity around the world. This sentiment is
perfectly reasonable. Countries all around
the world see no reason why their trade
with other countries (besides America) and
their economic growth should be imperiled by unilateral American policies premised on the use of the dollar as a weapon.
Here too America could undermine its own
long-term interests by weaponizing the
US dollar. The economic historian Barry
Eichengreen recently said as much when
he warned that “the more the Trump administration uses the dollar as a weapon,
the stronger the incentive for other governments to invest in alternatives, and the faster this movement will be.” […]
With modern technology, it may be
possible to create new alternatives that
would not have been viable before. One
admittedly speculative example will illus-
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trate this point. The primary role that the
US dollar plays in, say, the trade between
China and Argentina is to provide a measure of the relative value of Argentinian
beef against the relative value of Chinese
cell phones. If the main purpose of the US
dollar is to measure the relative value of
these two commodities, there is no reason
why an alternative unit of measuring relative value could not be created.
This is where technology can help, in
particular, blockchain technology. Blockchain technology has been used to create
alternative cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin,
Litecoin, Ethereum, and Monero. Facebook also announced in June 2019 the
launch of its own cryptocurrency, Libra.
While I am no blockchain expert, the
sharp rise in popularity of cryptocurrencies and the investment of large firms like
Facebook in developing blockchain-based
currencies suggests that it may eventually provide a sound, practical, and invulnerable way of measuring relative values.
So far no countries have used alternative
blockchain technology currencies to trade
with one another because, ultimately, they
don’t trust these currencies.
This is where China can step in. It can
set up an alternative unit of measuring relative value, a sort of alternative currency,
based on blockchain technology. A sufficient number of countries would trust this
alternative vehicle when and as they trust
China to be an impartial arbiter in international issues. Many Americans would doubt
this statement. However, there is empirical evidence to back this up. When China
launched the BRI, America opposed it. In
theory, most countries should have backed
away from joining the BRI. In practice,
most countries joined. As of April 2019,
125 countries had signed agreements with
China on the BRI. This provides a clear
indication that most countries would also
trust a new blockchain technology currency that is ultimately backed by China. […]
Countries may not necessarily keep
their long-term savings and foreign currency reserves in this new China-backed
digital currency; however, they would
trust it for the purpose of trading goods
and services. If China succeeds in creating an alternative blockchain technology
currency, a country like India, a friend of
America, could use this blockchain technology currency if it wishes to import oil
from Iran and not worry about sanctions
from America. In short, the weaponizing
of the US dollar has created a powerful
global incentive to create an alternative
currency for global trading purposes. •
*

Excerpts from the book by Mahbubani, Kishore.
“Has China won? The Chinese Challenge to Ameri
can Primacy”. Public Affaires 2020, pages 43ff,
ISBNs: 978-1-5417-6813-0 (hardcover), 978-1-54176812-3 (ebook), 978- 1-5417-5867-4 (international),
reprinted with kind permission of the author.
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War in Ukraine

How MIC, OGAM and
FIRE sectors have conquered NATO
by Michael Hudson
The question to
ask is what today’s
New Cold War is
trying to change
or “solve.” To answer this question,
it helps to ask who
initiates the war.
There always are
Michael Hudson two sides – the at(picture ma)
tacker and the attacked . The attacker intends certain consequences, and
the attacked looks for unintended consequences of which they can take advantage. In this case, both sides have their
dueling sets of intended consequences
and special interests.
The active military force and aggressor
since 1991 has been the United States. Rejecting mutual disarmament of the Warsaw Pact countries and NATO, there was
no “peace dividend.” Instead, the U.S. policy executed by the Clinton and subsequent
administrations to wage a new military expansion via NATO has paid a 30-year dividend in the form of shifting the foreign policy of Western Europe and other American
allies out of their domestic political sphere
into their own U.S.-oriented “national security” blob (the word for special interests that must not be named). NATO has
become Europe’s foreign-policy-making
body, even to the point of dominating domestic economic interests.
The recent prodding of Russia by expanding Ukrainian anti-Russian ethnic violence by Ukraine’s neo-Nazi post-2014
Maiden regime was aimed at (and has succeeded in) forcing a showdown in response
to America’s fear that it is losing its economic and political hold on its NATO allies and other Dollar Area satellites. These
countries have seen major opportunities for
gain to lie in increasing trade and investment with China and Russia.
To understand just what U.S. aims and
interests are threatened, it is necessary to
understand U.S. politics and “the blob,”
*

Michael Hudson (*1939) is the President of the
Institute for the Study of Long-Term Economic
Trends (ISLET), which researches national and international finance, national income and real estate
accounting, and the economic history of the ancient Near East. He was a financial analyst on Wall
Street and he is a Distinguished Research Professor
of Economics at the University of Missouri, Kansas
City. He is the author of numerous books and articles and an economic advisor on finance and taxation to governments worldwide, including Iceland,
Latvia and China.

that is, the government central planning
that cannot be explained by looking ostensibly at democratic politics. This is not
the politics of U.S. senators and representatives serving their congressional voting
districts or states.
America’s three oligarchies
in control of U.S. foreign policy
It is more realistic to view U.S. economic and foreign policy in terms of the military-industrial complex, the oil and gas
(and mining) complex, and the banking
and real estate complex than in terms of
the political policy of Republicans and
Democrats. The key seNATOrs and congressional representatives do not represent
their states and districts as much as the
economic and financial interests of their
major political campaign contributors. A
Venn diagram would show that in today’s
post-Citizens United world, U.S. politicians represent their campaign contributors, not voters. And these contributors
fall basically into three main blocs.
Three main oligarchic groups have
bought control of the Senate and Congress
to put their own policy makers in the State
Department and Defense Department.
1. The Military-Industrial Complex
First is the Military-Industrial Complex
(MIC) – arms manufacturers, such as
Raytheon, Boeing and Lockheed-Martin.
They have broadly diversified their factories and employment in nearly every state,
and especially in the Congressional districts where key Congressional committee
heads are elected. Their economic base is
monopoly rent, obtained above all from
their arms sales to NATO, to Near Eastern
oil exporters and to other countries with a
balance-of-payments surplus.
Stocks for these companies soared immediately upon news of the Russian attack, leading a two-day stock-market
surge as investors recognised that war in
a world of cost-plus “Pentagon capitalism” (as Seymour Melman described it)
will provide a guaranteed national-security umbrella for monopoly profits for war
industries. SeNATOrs and Congressional
representatives from California and Washington traditionally have represented the
MIC, along with the solid pro-military
South. The past week’s military escalation promises soaring arms sales to NATO
and other U.S. allies, enriching the actual
constituents of these politicians. Germany
quickly agreed to raise its arms spending
to over 2 % of GDP.

2. The oil, gas and mining sector
The second major oligarchic bloc is the
rent-extracting oil and gas sector, joined by
mining (OGAM), riding America’s special
tax favoritism granted to companies emptying natural resources out of the ground
and putting them mostly into the atmosphere, oceans and water supply. Like the
banking and real estate sector seeking to
maximise economic rent and capital gains
for housing and other assets, the aim of this
OGAM sector is to maximise the price of
its energy and raw materials so as to maximise its natural-resource rent. Monopolising the Dollar Area’s oil market and isolating it from Russian oil and gas has been
a major U.S. priority for over a year now,
as the Nord Stream 2 pipeline threatened
to link the Western European and Russian
economies more tightly together.
If oil, gas and mining operations are not
situated in every U.S. voting district, at least
their investors are. SeNATOrs from Texas
and other Western oil-producing and mining
states are the leading OGAM lobbyists, and
the State Department has a heavy oil-sector influence providing a national-security
umbrella for the sector’s special tax breaks.
The ancillary political aim is to ignore and
reject environmental drives to replace oil,
gas and coal with alternative sources of energy. The Biden administration accordingly
has backed the expansion of offshore drilling, supported the Canadian pipeline to
the world’s dirtiest petroleum source in the
Athabasca tar sands, and celebrated the revival of U.S. fracking.
The foreign-policy extension is to prevent foreign countries not leaving control
of their oil, gas and mining to U.S. OGAM
companies from competing in world markets with U.S. suppliers. Isolating Russia
(and Iran) from Western markets will reduce the supply of oil and gas, pushing up
prices and corporate profits accordingly.
3. The Finance, Insurance and Real Estate sector
The third major oligarchic group is the
symbiotic Finance, Insurance and Real Estate (FIRE) secto, which is the modern finance-capitalist successor to Europe’s old
post-feudal landed aristocracy living by
land rents. With most housing in today’s
world having become owner-occupied (although with sharply rising rates of absentee
landlordship since the post-2008 wave of
Obama Evictions), land rent is paid largely
to the banking sector in the form of mortgage interest and debt amortisation (on riscontinued on page 10
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ing debt/equity ratios as bank lending inflates housing prices). About 80 percent of
U.S. and British bank loans are to the real
estate sector, inflating land prices to create
capital gains – which are effectively tax-exempt for absentee owners.
This Wall Street-centered banking and
real estate bloc is even more broadly
based on a district-by-district basis than
the MIC. Its New York senator from Wall
Street, Chuck Schumer, heads the Senate, long supported by Delaware’s former SeNATOr from the credit-card industry Joe Biden, and Connecticut’s senators
from the insurance sector centered in that
state. Domestically, the aim of this sector
is to maximise land rent and the “capital”
gains resulting from rising land rent.
Internationally, the FIRE sector’s aim is
to privatise foreign economies (above all
to secure the privilege of credit creation in
U.S. hands), so as to turn government infrastructure and public utilities into rent-seeking monopolies to provide basic services
(such as health care, education, transportation, communications and information
technology) at maximum prices instead of
at subsidised prices to reduce the cost of
living and doing business. And Wall Street
always has been closely merged with the
oil and gas industry (viz. the Rockefellerdominated Citigroup and Chase Manhattan
banking conglomerates).
The FIRE, MIC and OGAM sectors are
the three rentier sectors that dominate today’s post-industrial finance capitalism.
Their mutual fortunes have soared as MIC
and OGAM stock prices have increased
following Russia’s military incursion. And
moves to exclude Russia from the Western
financial system (and partially now from
SWIFT), coupled with the adverse effects
of isolating European economies from Russian energy, promise to spur an inflow into
dollarised financial securities.
As mentioned at the outset, it is more
helpful to view U.S. economic and foreign
policy in terms of the complexes based on
these three rentier sectors than in terms
of the political policy of Republicans and
Democrats. The key senators and congressional representatives are not representing
their states and districts as much as the
economic and financial interests of their
major donors. That is why neither manufacturing nor agriculture play a dominant
role in U.S. foreign policy today. The convergence of the policy aims of America’s
three dominant rentier groups overwhelms
the interests of labor and even of industrial capital beyond the MIC. That convergence is the defining characteristic of today’s post-industrial finance capitalism. It
is basically a reversion to economic rentseeking, which is independent of the politics of labor and industrial capital.

Current Concerns
The dynamic that needs to be traced
today is why this oligarchic blob has
found its interest in prodding Russia into
what Russia evidently viewed as a do-ordie stance to resist the increasingly violent attacks on Ukraine’s eastern Russian-speaking provinces of Luhansk and
Donetsk, along with the broader Western
threats against Russia.
The rentier “blob’s” expected
consequences of the New Cold War
As President Biden explained, the current U.S.-orchestrated military escalation
(“Prodding the Bear”) is not really about
Ukraine. Biden promised at the outset that
no U.S. troops would be involved. But he
has been demanding for over a year that
Germany prevent the Nord Stream 2 pipeline from supplying its industry and housing with low-priced gas and turn to the
much higher-priced U.S. suppliers.
U.S. officials first tried to stop construction of the pipeline from being completed.
Firms aiding in its construction were sanctioned, but finally Russia itself completed
the pipeline. U.S. pressure then turned on
the traditionally pliant German politicians,
claiming that Germany and the rest of Europe faced a National Security threat from
Russia turning off the gas, presumably to
extract some political or economic concessions. No specific Russian demands could
be thought up, and so their nature was left
obscure and blob-like. Germany refused
to authorise Nord Stream 2 from officially
going into operation.
Aimed against Germany
A major aim of today’s New Cold War is to
monopolise the market for U.S. shipments
of liquified natural gas (LNG). Already
under Donald Trump’s administration, Angela Merkel was bullied into promising to
spend $1 billion building new port facilities for U.S. tanker ships to unload natural
gas for German use. The Democratic election victory in November 2020, followed by
Ms. Merkel’s retirement from Germany’s
political scene, led to cancellation of this
port investment. This left Germany without
much alternative to importing Russian gas
to heat its homes, power its electric utilities, and to provide raw material for its fertilizer industry and hence the maintenance
of its farm productivity.
So the most pressing U.S. strategic aim
of NATO confrontation with Russia is soaring oil and gas prices, above all to the detriment of Germany. In addition to creating
profits and stock-market gains for U.S. oil
companies, higher energy prices will take
much of the steam out of the German economy. Thus looms the third time in a century that the United States will have defeated
Germany – each time increasing its control
over a German economy increasingly dependent on the United States for imports
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and policy leadership, with NATO being
the effective check against any domestic
nationalist resistance.
Higher gasoline, heating and other energy prices also will hurt U.S. consumers and those of other nations (especially Global South energy-deficit economies)
and leave less of the U.S. family budget
for spending on domestic goods and services. This could squeeze marginalised
homeowners and investors, leading to further concentration of absentee ownership
of housing and commercial property in the
United States, along with buyouts of distressed real estate owners in other countries faced with soaring heating and energy costs. But that is deemed collateral
damage by the post-industrial blob.
Food prices also will rise, headed by
wheat. (Russia and Ukraine account for
25 percent of world wheat exports.) This
will squeeze many Near Eastern and Global South food-deficit countries, worsening
their balance of payments and threatening
foreign debt defaults.
Russian raw-materials exports may be
blocked by Russia in response to the currency and SWIFT sanctions. This threatens to cause breaks in supply chains for
key materials, including cobalt, palladium, nickel and aluminum (the production
of which consumes much electricity as its
major cost – so higher electricity prices will
make that metal more expensive). If China
decides to see itself as the next nation being
threatened and joins Russia in a common
protest against the U.S. trade, financial warfare and military threats, the Western economies are in for a serious shock.
The long-term dream of U.S. New Cold
Warriors is to break up Russia, or at least
to restore its Yeltsin/Harvard Boys managerial kleptocracy, with oligarchs seeking to
cash in their privatisations in Western stock
markets. OGAM still dreams of buying majority control of Yukos and Gazprom. Wall
Street would love to recreate a Russian
stock market boom. And MIC investors are
happily anticipating the prospect of selling
more weapons to help bring all this about.
Russia’s intentions to benefit from
America’s unintended consequences
What does Russia want? Most immediately, to remove the neo-Nazi anti-Russian
core that the Maidan massacre and coup
put in place in 2014. Ukraine is to be neutralised, which to Russia means basically
pro-Russian, dominated by Donetsk, Luhansk and Crimea. The aim is to prevent
Ukraine from becoming a staging ground
of U.S.-orchestrated anti-Russian moves a
la Chechnya and Georgia.
Russia’s longer-term aim is to pry Europe away from NATO and U.S. dominance – and in the process, create with
China a new multipolar world order cencontinued on page 11
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Pro memoria

Peter Scholl-Latour – “The curse of the evil deed”
zf. In Peter Scholl-Latour’s book “Der
Fluch der bösen Tat” (The Curse of the
Evil Deed), published posthumously at
the end of 2014, the publisher has included
the greeting of former German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt (SPD) on the author’s
90th birthday on 8 March 2014. Helmut
Schmidt said: “For decades, Peter SchollLatour has impressed with his expertise
of foreign continents and cultures. It is
founded on countless personal encounters and experiences. His reportages are
not only knowledgeable observations, but
also convincing through their geopolitical
perspicacity. [...] Of course, I am aware
of the criticism that this man has also received from some contemporary scientists. But it is precisely his very subjective
judgement that makes his opinions valuable. I can rely on that: What Scholl-Latour
writes is critically examined; it is his wellconsidered truth.”
The blurb of Peter Scholl-Latour’s
book says: “Scholl-Latour also takes a detailed look at the increasingly uncontrollable conflict in eastern Ukraine, the causes of which he sees not least in the West’s
questionable policy towards Russia since
the collapse of the Soviet Union.” And the

back cover of the book says: “With his
characteristic perspicacity, Peter SchollLatour illuminates a region over which,
after decades of political and military intervention by the West, a curse seems to
lie – the curse of the evil deed of utter interference.”

”How MIC, OGAM and …”
continued from page 10

The US confiscation of Russian monetary reserves, following the recent theft
of Afghanistan’s reserves (and the Bank
of England’s seizure of Venezuela’s gold
stocks held in London) threatens every
country’s adherence to the Dollar Standard, and hence the dollar’s role as the vehicle for foreign-exchange savings by the
world’s central banks. This will accelerate
the international de-dollarisation process
already started by Russia and China relying on mutual holdings of each other’s currencies.
Over the longer term, Russia is likely to
join China in forming an alternative to the
US-dominated IMF and World Bank. Russia’s announcement that it wants to arrest
the Ukrainian Nazis and hold a war crimes
trial seems to imply that an alternative to the
Hague court will be established following
Russia’s military victory in Ukraine. Only a
new international court could try war criminals extending from Ukraine’s neo-Nazi leadership all the way up to US officials
responsible for crimes against humanity as
defined by the Nuremberg laws.
I can’t imagine that it has any intention
of expending resources and lives on occupation. Its first task was to stop the attack
on the Russian-speaking eastern provinces
and to protect Crimea. Its second task was
to wipe out the neo-Nazi military forces, capturing their leaders if possible and
bringing them to trial for war crimes – and

tered on an economically integrated Eurasia. The aim is to dissolve NATO altogether, and then to promote the broad
disarmament and denuclearisation policies that Russia has been pushing for. Not
only will this cut back foreign purchases
of U.S. arms, but it may end up leading to
sanctions against future U.S. military adventurism. That would leave America with
less ability to fund its military operations
as de-dollarisation accelerates.
Now that it should be obvious to any informed observer that (1) NATO’s purpose
is aggression, not defense, and (2) there is
no further territory for it to conquer from
the remains of the old Soviet Union, what
does Europe get out of continued membership? It is obvious that Russia never
again will invade Europe. It has nothing
to gain – and had nothing to gain by fighting Ukraine, except to roll back NATO’s
proxy expansion into that country and the
NATO-backed attacks on Novorossiya.
Will European nationalist leaders (the
left is largely pro-US) ask why their countries should pay for US arms that only put
them in danger, pay higher prices for US
LNG and energy, pay more for grain and
Russian-produced raw materials, all while
losing the option of making export sales
and profits on peaceful investment in Russia – and perhaps losing China as well?

“Prisoners of their own lies”
The book begins with the chapter “Prisoners of their own lies” and the sub-chapters “Sarajevo in the Donbass” and “‘Fuck
the EU’”.
At the beginning it reads:
“A year ago, the world could look forward to the upcoming year 2014 with serenity. A warlike confrontation on European
soil no longer seemed conceivable. People
thought they had learned from the terrible lessons of the First World War. Today,
these illusions have been shattered and we
are confronted with a whole series of global
conflicts that bear shameful witness to those
in power. Old wounds that were thought to
have healed long ago are reopening.”
The very next paragraph states:
“The most absurd territorial conflict is
taking place in Ukraine, and the bloodshed is reaching its climax precisely in

ISBN- 978-3-548-37622-6
a region that was one of the bloodiest
battlefields in World War II. Hopefully,
it is still too early to speak of ‘Sarajevo
in the Donbas’. The desire of the eastern Ukrainian provinces of Luhansk and
Donetsk to break free from Kiev’s tutecontinued on page 12

then proceeding up the ladder to their U.S.
sponsors, NED etc.
It is of course possible that Europe will
break away. In that case, Russia will turn toward China and its fellow SCO members.
Europe will suffer severe supply chain issues, commodity-price inflation, and budget
squeezes for its population and governments.
Did the American blob
actually think through the
consequences of NATO’s war?
It is almost black humor to look at U.S.
attempts to convince China that it should
join the United States in denouncing Russia’s moves into Ukraine. The most enormous unintended consequence of U.S. foreign policy has been to drive Russia and
China together, along with Iran, Central
Asia and other countries along the Belt
and Road Initiative.
At the end of the Cold War, Russia
dreamed of creating a new world order,
but it was U.S. adventurism that has driven the world into an entirely new order –
one that looks to be dominated by China
as the default winner now that the European economy is essentially torn apart and
America is left with the reserves that it has
grabbed from Russia and Afghanistan, but
without the ability to gain future support.•
Source: https://michael-hudson.com/2022/02/america-defeats-germany-for-the-third-time-in-a-century/
from 28 February 2022
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lage, to achieve at least a certain degree
of autonomy, could perhaps have been
settled diplomatically. But that's when
the tragic crash of the Malaysian Airways
plane MH 17 happened, sending the hitherto controllable antagonism completely
out of control.”
We read further:
“It was certainly not in Vladimir Putin’s interest to conjure up such a tragedy.
The dramatic event, which immediately
exposed Russia to universal condemnation, was a major setback for the Russian
leader. If any government had an interest
in avoiding such an escalation, it was the
one in the Kremlin. But the guilty verdict
had already been reached.”
“Blatant interference in the distribution of power in a sovereign state”
In the second sub-chapter, “Fuck the
EU”, Scholl-Latour picks up on a wiretapped and then published statement by
Victoria Nuland, the head of the European Affairs Division in the US State Department, from early February 2014. Ms
Nuland had spoken on the phone with the
American ambassador in Kiev, Geoffrey
Pyatt, and passed on the US plans for the
future Ukraine – which did not coincide
with those of the EU. Peter Scholl-Latour
wrote: “Accordingly, the State Department
instructed its representative in Ukraine to
ensure that the office of prime minister fell
to the opposition politician Arseniy Yatsenyuk when a transitional government was
formed in Kiev after the Maidan revolt and
the inglorious flight of the incumbent president Yanukovych. He obviously enjoyed the
goodwill of the USA and had the indispensable CIA connection.”
Scholl-Latour calls this a “blatant interference in the distribution of power of a
sovereign state, which, after all, had been
exemplified by Washington in a multitude
of other cases around the world before
Ukraine”, and at the same time a “submissive attitude of the European nations towards their American hegemon”.
“Comprehensive disinformation”
“I am aware,” Scholl-Latour writes in the
following paragraph, “that with this introduction I am exposing myself to the accusation of anti-Americanism. But we have
succumbed, at the latest since the second
Iraq campaign, to extensive disinformation [...] operated by perfectly organised
institutions [...].” And: “The stupidest expression that German commentators have
come up with in recent months to defame
those voices that demanded a minimum of
objectivity in assessing Russian diplomacy is ‘Putin-Versteher’.”
A few pages further on, Peter SchollLatour looks back at post-1990 history

Current Concerns
and asks, referring to Russians who “faced
a whole series of disappointments and humiliations after the dissolution of the Soviet Union”:
“What was the justification for the
American-directed ‘drive to the East’ of
the Atlantic Alliance, which, as early as
the Orange Revolt of 2004, with the help
of subversive NGOs and obscure financial powers, sought to expand the American military presence in Ukraine, Belarus,
Georgia, even Central Asian Kyrgyzstan?”
Helmut Kohl [who was still alive in 2014]
could confirm that “when the GDR was
abandoned, the Western alliance made a
solemn promise to the General Secretary
of the CPSU, Mikhail Gorbachev, that the
states of the former Warsaw Pact would
not be allowed to join Nato, although this
was not documented in writing.”
Germany’s breach of promise
“‘Germany, we extend our hand to you,
we return to the fatherland’, a choir of the
Red Army had sung at the big troop farewell event in Berlin,” Scholl-Latour writes.
“The Kremlin, which withdrew half a million soldiers from the former GDR for a financial mess of Pottage and without the
slightest incident, had presumably expected the reunified Germany to react with
gratitude, at least with recognition. But not
the slightest objection sounded from Berlin
when the ultra-conservative team of President George W. Bush – after the Orange
Revolution had failed to achieve its goal –
integrated the former Eastern Bloc states
from Estonia to Bulgaria into the Atlantic
Alliance, thus pushing the USA right up
against the borders of the remaining Russian sphere of power in Europe.”
“A systematic
campaign of defamation”
A few lines later we read: “When Boris
Yeltsin left the Kremlin and handed over
the reins of government to the hitherto unknown Vladimir Putin, it was apparently expected in Washington that this newcomer would submit to Western notions
of parliamentary democracy and a capitalist market economy. However, as soon
as it became clear that Putin wanted to use
authoritarian methods to lead his fatherland out of the terrible misery in which he
had found it, people on the Potomac were
disappointed and outraged. A systematic campaign of defamation was already
under way.”
“But Russia’s new leadership,” SchollLatour continued, “could point to the fact
that in the post-Soviet phase of transition,
the Russian people had already had an extremely sobering, negative experience with
the so-called liberal values of the West that
Washington wanted to impose on them.
Only those who were on the ground at the
time of perestroika and glasnost, at the time
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of the squandering of state assets on insatiable oligarchs, can have an idea of the
mass misery, the rampant criminality that
swept Russia at that time.”
“Core of a new
Russian self-confidence”
“These upheavals”, it says a little later,
“were not met by Vladimir Putin as a
‘flawless democrat’, but as an autocrat.
Perhaps it took an insider from the Soviet secret services to restore order step by
step, to rein in the power of the 'new boyars', the oligarchs, and to plant the nucleus of a new Russian self-confidence in
the ruins of the crumbling Soviet Union.”
But: “In doing so, the new Tsar exposed
himself to a systematic campaign by Europe’s remote-controlled media and their
political whisperers to undermine the strategic consolidation of Russia, still a fearsome nuclear power, through internal subversion and the imposition of sanctions.”
And: “You don’t have to be a ‘PutinVersteher’ to understand that the offer of
an economic association of Ukraine with
the European Union is perceived in the
Kremlin as a precursor of an expansion of
Nato to the east beyond the Dniester and
Dnieper. [...] The expectation that Barack
Obama would take into account the imperatives of the new world political multipolarity proved to be an illusion.”
History and the present
Finally, Peter Scholl-Latour looks further
back into history:
“I recall the shady conditions that prevailed during the Second World War in
Eastern Galicia, in the former Austrian and Polish parts of what is now Western Ukraine. [...] From the newspaper ‘Le
Monde’, which is currently at the forefront
of the anti-Putin campaign in France, I take
the following quote: ‘The Nazis believed
they could assimilate the population living
west of the Dnieper. East of it they waged
a war of extermination [...] In western
Ukraine the Germans were often received
as liberators.’ There [...] '150 000 Ukrainian
nationalists enlisted in the Waffen-SS or defence militias [...] they were indispensable
for the execution of the Shoa. In the Belzec
camp (600 000 victims) there were only fifteen to twenty German soldiers.’”
And he makes references to the present:
“During the Maidan riots in 2014, militarily organised shock troops set out from
the vicinity of Lviv [...] invoking the national hero Stephan Bandera in their fight
for a westward-oriented regime, even
though he had hunted down Poles, Russians and Jews during the time of the General Government established by Nazis.
But no one in the West apparently dares to
touch on this dark past [...].”
•
(Translation Current Concerns)
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Russia-Ukraine conflict – a view from Argentina
by Atilio A. Borón*
zf. The press in Latin America reports on
the war in Ukraine in a much more differentiated way than Western media do. The
following commentary by Atilio A. Borón
appeared in “Página 12” from Argentina,
one of the most renowned daily newspapers in Latin America. Borón appeared as
one example among many.
As the Russian occupation of Ukraine expands – and I say “occupation” to use the
term applied to invasions that have the
blessing of the established powers: Occupation of Iraq, Libya, Syria, the Palestinian territories, etc., questions are piling up
about the nature and meaning of this operation. The supposed “truths” and “proofs”
provided by the Western press from its
flagships in the United States and Europe
must be totally rejected out of hand, because what these media spread is blatant
propaganda. Of course, from a purely military point of view, it is correct that Russia has “invaded” Ukraine. But since “war
is the continuation of politics by other
means”, as von Clausewitz said, this mili*

Atilio A. Borón is an Argentian sociologist, political scientist, a professor and writer. He holds a doctorate in political science from Harvard University.

tary deployment must be assessed and interpreted according to the political premises that give it its meaning. This is what
we will try to do in the following.
And these premises are quite clear: Russia took this extraordinary measure, which
in and of itself is condemnable, in response
to thirty years of attacks that began after the
collapse of the Soviet Union. Some time
ago, Vladimir Putin said to Western leaders with his usual forcefulness: “You were
not content to defeat Russia in the Cold
War. You humiliated it.” The political (and
military) struggle is not an abstract exercise or a contest of gestures or rhetorical
phrases. For this reason, “invasion”, which
on a simple level presents itself with absolute and unwavering clarity in the fierce
struggle in the mud and blood of history,
appears in a completely different meaning:
as a defensive response to endless and unjustified harassment.
After the collapse of the USSR, Russia
dissolved the Warsaw Pact, established a
political system of government modelled
on the European democracies, established
a deeply oligarchic capitalism with mafialike methods, opened its economy to foreign capital and even toyed with the idea
of joining NATO.

Despite all these efforts to conform to
the ideological-political consensus of the
West, Russia was seen, as in Soviet times,
as a deviant actor in the international system, an enemy to be protected from and at
the same time prevented from protecting
itself, because while international security
is non-negotiable for the United States and
continued on page 14

Russia is widely underestimated
by Guy Mettan
The dramatic events unfolding in
Ukraine these days force us to return
once again to the problem of Russia and
Europe. [...]
What is happening today is the consequence of the fatal spiral set in motion after 1991, which some US officials
such as Henry Kissinger, Zbigniew Brzezinski or Georges Kennan had foreseen if
Moscow continued to be caught in the
crossfire.
Until we have more clarity on the
causes and consequences of this armed
conflict, let’s get two assertions out of
the way that keep cropping up in the
commentaries. The first is that Russia is
a second-rate economy in rapid decline,
with a GDP lower than that of Spain.
Such statements please the Russophobes who spout them, and who think
their wishful thinking is reality. But they
are wrong.
In a study published in the November
issue of Foreign Affairs, which serves as
a bible for US imperial policy, two researchers warned against this illusion.
The Russian economy is not only stronger than it likes to be given credit for –
it ranks sixth in the world by purchasing power parity and second in Europe
behind Germany – but it is also resilient

and has become much stronger since
2014 because of, or rather thanks to, the
sanctions imposed on it.
Of course, these authors, who are
members of a think tank close to the
Pentagon (the Center for a New American Security), develop this thesis further
to call for even more military credits and
resources in the fight against Russia. The
US, they write, must acquire the means
to keep both Russia and China at bay in
order to preserve its “democratic” hegemony in the world.
But at least they admit the obvious.
Let’s look at the facts: Financially, Russia has some of the largest reserves in
the world at $650 billion, and it can thus
act with foresight. Its dependence on
the dollar has been drastically reduced.
A parallel payment system to SWIFT is
being set up. Its foreign debt is low and
its public budgets are balanced – phenomena unknown to us. Its exports
have been greatly diversified, especially
to Asia and the Middle East. Its agricultural production has increased so much
that since 2017 it has become the world’s
largest wheat exporter. It remains the
largest supplier of gas and oil to Europe
(and, paradoxically, the second largest
to the US in 2021!).

Russia is reindustrialising at a rapid
pace, especially in petrochemicals, plastics and composites, benefiting from
cheap energy. It has developed its own
digital technologies and internet platforms, independent of the Californian
giants. Finally, its defence industry is successful, as sales figures show, and very
innovative in some areas such as hypersonic missiles and cyber warfare. As an
aside, it should be mentioned that Russia is capable of waging limited wars
that cost little money and human lives,
as seen in Syria. Compared to the trillions
of dollars the US and NATO have spent in
Afghanistan and Iraq to no avail, this is
no small advantage.
A final observation is demographics,
which are said to be in decline. The Russian population decline is real, but far
from catastrophic, as it is offset by workers from the Central Asian allied countries. Life expectancy and the human
development index have increased significantly, while other indicators such
as the suicide rate and infant mortality
have declined significantly. [...]
Source: https://bonpourlatete.com/
debat/l-ukraine-et-les-precedents-dugolan-et-du-kosovo (excerpt)
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Braving the storm

Democracy and peace need independent thinking people
by Dr Eliane Perret, Psychologist and Remedial Teacher
When a violent storm swept through our
countryside during the night recently,
I woke up in the morning to the sound
of a chainsaw. It soon became apparent
that the fire brigade was sawing down a
tree that had fallen on the neighbouring
property so that the road could be cleared
again. I was a little astonished. Next to
the tree was a very tall columnar poplar,
whose trunk and branches bend and lean
so much in the wind that I was always
afraid the tree would break apart. But
now the spruce was lying on the ground.
In the meantime, I know from experts
that it was due to the roots of the two
trees. The spruce is a shallow-routed tree
and spreads its root network in the shape
of a plate. In addition, this spruce was
also weakened by red rot in the trunk.
So, the wind had an easier time with it.
The columnar poplar, on the other hand,
is firmly anchored in the ground with a
taproot and uses its roots to seek water in
the depth of the soil.
Standing still despite strong winds
During this morning experience, I was
forced to make a comparison with us humans. Why do some people form their
“Russia-Ukraine conflict …”
continued from page 13

its European allies, Russia is not granted
such a privilege.
The military operation against Ukraine
is the logical consequence of an unjust political situation or the end point of what
Boaventura de Sousa Santos diagnosed as
“the absolute inability of Western leaders”
to realise that there is and will be no European security unless it is also guaranteed for
Russia. Incompetence of a European leadership that also deserves other labels: shortsighted, corrupt, ignorant and up to the point
of shame subservient to American hegemonism, which will not hesitate to wage new
wars in Europe or in its backyard in the
Middle East as often as it serves its interests.
This failure of leadership has led
them first to despise or underestimate
Russia (an expression of a diffuse Russophobia that has not evaded many Russians) and then to demonise Putin, with
Joe Biden indulging in unimaginable
things in the field of diplomacy. In fact,
in the middle of the election campaign,
to demonstrate his capacity for dialogue,
he called Putin the head of an “authoritarian kleptocracy”. In a note published
shortly after the 2014 coup, Henry Kissinger, a war criminal but, unlike Biden,

own well-founded opinions and others
go along with the propaganda? I have
always been fascinated by personalities
who have found a way to remain humane
in adverse circumstances, to keep a clear
head and to confront injustice – aware of
the risk involved. The question of why is
all the more pressing for me today because our world situation has slipped into
a threatening imbalance and demands
that we humans develop inner strength
and take our own point of view, even
when a strong wind is blowing against
us. And what can we do to help our children acquire this inner strength?
Develop emotional
safety and joy of exploration
Let’s return to the picture with the two
trees and the roots with which they anchor themselves in the ground. At the beginning of a child’s life, is it not also a
matter of it “putting down roots and beginning to feel at home in the Human
Family? This requires the closeness and
protection of those in its relationship. In
developmental psychology, we speak of
bonding security, which a child has to
build up at the beginning of its life. In ada profound expert on international realities, wrote that “Putin is a serious strategist who is consistent with the premises of Russian history”, although he has
been systematically underestimated in
the West. He concludes that “the demonisation of Vladimir Putin is not a policy
of the West, but a cover to cover up the
absence of a policy”. In the same article,
which is highly recommended for the increasingly confused postmodern left in
both Latin America and Europe, Nixon’s former Secretary of State provides
a necessary reflection to understand the
exceptional nature of the Ukrainian crisis. For Russians, “Ukraine can never be
a foreign country. The history of Russia begins in the so-called Kievan Rus”.
That is why even such bitter dissidents
of the Soviet system as Alexander Solzhenitsyn and Josep Brodsky “insisted on
pointing out that Ukraine is an integral
part of Russian history and therefore
of Russia”. None of the West’s leaders
seems to have the slightest idea of this
historical legacy, which is crucial to why
Putin has drawn NATO’s “red line” precisely in Ukraine.
These references, which seem to encourage a certain repression or denial of
the present horror, are indispensable to un-

dition to the need for closeness and protection, which is supposed to be guaranteed by bonding, the need for interaction
(exploration) is also an inherent human
disposition. The two needs regulate each
other. In this first interpersonal context,
the child begins to build basic trust and
a stable personality core. A decisive step
towards inner strength!
Curiosity –
a cornerstone of independent thinking
Watching children discover their environment is fascinating: With great perseverance Annina tries to stack toy blocks
on top of each other until a high tower is
created – which collapses again and demands a new start. When Annina finally discovers that a large block at the bottom increases the stability of the tower,
she has discovered a first law of physics
that she can use in the future. So, there
are a thousand questions that children
would like to have answered – a natural
field of learning, nourished by curiosity
and the need for echo and appreciation
by those who relate to them. Parents have
a lot in their hands to support their chilcontinued on page 15

derstanding the conflict and possibly resolving it. That is why it is worth reading
what an American internationalist, John
Mearsheimer, wrote in 2014 when Washington, together with Nazi gangs, staged
the coup that overthrew the legitimate government of Viktor Yanukovych. In this article, this professor from the University
of Chicago stated that the Ukraine crisis
and Putin’s recapture of Crimea was “the
West’s fault” because it had mismanaged
relations with Moscow. He added that any
US president would have reacted with force
if a power like Russia had staged a coup in
a neighbouring country, for example Mexico, deposed a Washington-friendly government and installed a deeply anti-American
regime in its place (“Why the Ukraine crisis is the West’s fault”, in Foreign Affairs,
Vol. 93, No. 5, September-October 2014).
In short, outward appearances do not
always reveal the essence of things, and
what appears at first glance to be one thing
– an invasion – may be something completely different from another perspective and when background information is
taken into account.
•
Source: https://www.pagina12.com.ar/404466-conflicto-rusia-ucrania-una-segunda-mirada
of 28 February 2022
(Translation Current Concerns)
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dren’s need to experience something, to
know exactly and to learn. Marco, who is
a little older, wants to know how to draw
a house so that it looks “like real”, and
thus learns about the parallel perspective.
Or Celine, who, with impressive reliability, brings her parents the free newspaper home every day, which she can take
out of the box at the bus stop. Perhaps
she will want to know at the family table
one day why this newspaper is actually
available for free – today, when everything costs something.
Develop a sense of right and wrong
A child handles all these impressions
and experiences in its own individual
way and develops an image of itself and
the world. From this, it forms an idea of
how it gains security and status among its
fellow human beings. This development
must be taken care of, which means that
parents and other important related persons have a demanding task. Even young
children orient their mood and behaviour
towards the model of their parents and internalise their norms and values. These
include, for example, a sense of justice
and peaceableness, prudence and courage, honesty, respect for others, helpfulness and charity. In this way, the child
forms a conscience, a sense of right and
wrong. It thus has an inner standard with
which it learns to overview the consequences of its actions for itself and other
humans and can carefully weigh up its
decisions.
Spoiling or strictness?
A successful educational process gives
the child guide in life that is oriented
towards the common good, which is in
no way contrary to the well-being of the
individual. “But what should this educational process look like? Is more indulgence or more guidance called for?
Pampering or strictness? And what will
enable my child to think and act independently later on? ” These are questions many parents ask themselves today.
Some are unsure, lacking the guardrails
they could follow in dealing with their
children. Certainly, no one wants to go
back to authoritarian parenting. It was
right to distance oneself from the harshness associated with it. However, it was
wrong to throw the values associated
with it overboard at the same time and,
Columnar poplar. (picture rp)

continued on page 16
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for example, to devalue respect as submissiveness and honesty as conformity.
Today, we meet many children who
are in danger of getting lost because
their parents no longer want to give them
any room for friction and unthinkingly give in to their wishes or even anticipate them. This spoiling attitude of educators is nothing new, but today it shows
a somewhat different face. Whereas in
the past spoilt children were rather passive and waited to see what “good thing”
would happen to them (and sulked if it
didn’t), today’s spoilt children are often
highly active. They argue eloquently and
unabashedly demanding and try to get
their way by various means. Frequently,
parents mistakenly associate this with a
strong personality in the child and admire
it because it seems to know what it wants.
That inner strength that parents want so
much for their child cannot develop in
this way. On the contrary, we then have
children before us who do not feel up to
their tasks in life, who cover up their insecurity with an overheated urge to show
off and can thus be easily manipulated.
It is hardly possible for these children to
take their own stand and stick to it even
in the face of resistance.
Growing up – a challenge
Such a development can be very delicate,
especially during puberty. The process
of becoming an adult challenges young
people. They are often preoccupied with
a feeling of insecurity, aimlessness and
discouragement – not surprising given
the state of the world today. They want to
belong, to have status. This is something
natural – but how? Depending on the environment, this need can be abused and
young people can be (purposefully) put
in a position that makes them feel honoured. This has nothing to do with independence and self-confidence. Taking one’s own stand does not mean being
quick to contradict oneself out of a personal emotional state (for example, in
dissociation from a sibling or as a provocative call to talk to the father).
The school is also called upon
In addition to the parents and the immediate environment of a child, the school
is also called upon to make its contribution so that the child can become an independent thinker. It is time that those responsible for education, who have been
entrusted with this task by the people, remember what the task of the school is,
that they take scientific research results
and criticism seriously and correct reform projects that have failed for a long
time. Then the school can once again fulfil its mission and educate children and
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“Often, propaganda techniques operate on the level of sympathy in order to spread untruths and to be able to deceive
people with language manipulative techniques. That is why,
in addition to a sound education, it takes precisely that independent thinking that allows one to see through such processes and maintain a clear view, rooted in the feeling that
it is me who matters.”
young people to become independent,
mature citizens. The school class must be
an important model of coexistence where
a child can experience how knowledge is
acquired through joint work and with
the necessary care, and how opposing
points of view are discussed in dialogue
and mutual respect, empathising with the
concerns of the other person. They must
also be able to experience that the power
of the strongest does not prevail. A modern education system must meet these demands for social education and go hand
in hand with appropriate forms of teaching and educational content. Then concepts such as democracy and human
rights will not remain hollow phrases for
children and young people, which can be
used later to make discussions come to
nothing and to portray the other person
as an inhuman being. Especially today,
our growing generation is dependent on
recognising how hidden needs are seized
upon by the zeitgeist, emotions are boiled
up and opinions are steered by propaganda and disinformation. Young people like
to think their way into such issues and in
this way become capable of thinking for
themselves and forming their own carefully reasoned opinions.
Let us imagine …
Today, we are bombarded with reports from all sides that want to explain
world events to us. How can a young
person know how to judge this? Often,
propaganda techniques operate on the
level of sympathy in order to spread untruths and to be able to deceive people
with language manipulative techniques.
That is why, in addition to a sound education, it takes precisely that independent
thinking that allows one to see through
such processes and maintain a clear view,
rooted in the feeling that it is me who
matters. And let us imagine: In the family and with friends, there is once again
more engaged discussion about why certain opinions are distorted and their exponents defamed or even psychiatrised.
One observes and sees through these very
authoritarian processes and names them
as such. In such a mood and with the appropriate education, the upcoming gen-

eration will want to know exactly what
the antecedents of war were, what international humanitarian law is and why
and by whom the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights was written. They will
also ask why Switzerland has been put
under such massive pressure in recent
years and why it is imperative for it to
remain neutral. Such young people will
compare the media reports and wonder
when everywhere – linguistically somewhat varied – the same thing is written
over and over again, and they will carefully inform themselves as to what the reality is. Their anchoring in a network of
interpersonal relationships protects them
from going astray. In this way, they create the basis for their own opinion, which
they can defend with internal secureness.
Let’s imagine that!
•
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